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Abstract

Wikipedia works because of the many eyes idea. Good Wikipedia pages are au-
thoritative sources because a number of knowledgeable contributors have collab-
orated to produce an authoritative article on a topic. In this paper we explore the
hypothesis that the extent to which the many eyes idea is true for a specific article
can be assessed by looking at the edit graph associated with that article, i.e. the
network of contributors and articles. As a first step in this direction we show that
different parts of Wikipedia have very different edit graph motif profiles. We show
that articles on sociologists (a well-curated part of Wikipedia) are very different
to articles on footballers in the English Premiership.

1 Introduction

While the impact and widespread uptake of Wikipedia is undeniable, the reliability of much of the
content available on Wikipedia has been the subject of intense debate. Perhaps the epicentre of this
debate has been the Nature article favorably comparing the quality of Wikipedia entries to those in
the Encyclopædia Britannica [5] and the robust response to this article from the Britannica owners
1. The truth is that sometimes Wikipedia is effective at harnessing the wisdom of crowds to produce
excellent authoritative articles and sometimes Wikipedia articles are quite poor – often because they
are not the result of much collaboration.

The best Wikipedia content as represented by Featured Articles2 and A and even GA class articles
on the Wikipedia Quality Scale reach a very high standard 3. At the other end of the scale there is a
vast array of Wikipedia content of dubious or poor quality. This is a problem in Wikipedia pages on
entertainment, sport and popular culture but it is even a problem in science articles where Wikipedia
normally works well. Two examples relevant for this paper are the pages on network motifs and
hierachical clustering; at the time of writing, these pages are not necessarily inaccurate but they are
not comprehensive or authoritative. It is clear from an examination of the edit history of these pages
that they have not received much attention from Wikipedia contributors.

1Fatally Flawed: Refuting the Recent Study on Encyclopedic Accuracy by the Journal Nature, http:
//corporate.britannica.com/britannica_nature_response.pdf

2See Wikipedia articles at:http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Featured_
articles.

3http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Version_1.0_Editorial_Team/
Assessment
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In this paper we present some preliminary work exploring the hypothesis that the effectiveness of
the collaboration in Wikipedia is revealed to some extent in the edit graph – the two-mode graph
of articles and contributors to those articles. We have extracted edit graphs for nine sections of
Wikipedia (see Table 1) and characterized each of these graphs in terms of network motif profiles.
We show that the nine sections cluster appropriately in this network motif-based representation and
that the network motifs that are distinctive provide some insight into the level of collaboration in the
different areas.

In the next section we provide a brief review of some relevant research on social network analysis
and authoritativeness. In section 3 we outline the procedures we employ to represent collections of
web pages in terms of edit networks. The usefulness of this network motif-based representation is
evaluated in section 4 and the paper concludes in section 5 with an outline of some plans for future
work.

2 Social Network Analysis and Authoritativeness

The defining characteristic of Web 2.0 is the sharing of user generated content (UGC) in virtual
communities. This is enormously disruptive as resources such as TripAdvisor, Wikipedia and Menu-
Pages replace traditional businesses that provided similar services. At the same time, this raises
questions regarding the quality of UGC [3]. Is an answer on Yahoo! Answers correct? Are details
presented in blogs or on Wikipedia credible? Can we trust reviews on TripAdvisor or on Amazon?
These questions have received a good deal of attention in recent research. We focus on the work
related to Wikipedia here.

In contrast to traditional encyclopedias, where authority derives from expert contributors, Wikipedia
depends on collaboration and consensus to produce quality articles. There has been some contro-
versial research that suggests that the quality of Wikipedia articles approaches that of established
encyclopedias [5]. The famous quote from Surowiecki’s The Wisdom of Crowds is that ”under the
right circumstances, groups are remarkably intelligent” [11]. The challenge when using Wikipedia
is to determine whether the circumstances that produced the article in question were right or not.

The first requirement for a Wikipedia article to be authoritative is the many eyes idea [8] – a sig-
nificant group of contributors must have cooperated to produce the article. It is also important that
this collaboration has been constructive and it is better if the authors have a reasonable reputation as
contributors. Adler and de Alfaro [1] have pursued a content driven strategy to assess author reputa-
tion. They have used text survival and edit distance to quantify author reputation. In later work [2]
they show that edit longevity is a good measure of author contribution.

Korfiatis et al. [7] pursue a network-based strategy to evaluate authoritative sources in Wikipedia.
They construct a two-mode network of articles and contributors. The article nodes are linked by
hyperlinks and contributors are linked if they have worked on the same article. Contributors are
also linked to articles on which they worked. The study proposes article and contributor degree
centrality as indicators of authoritativeness. This is similar in spirit to the strategy in our work as
degree centrality is captured by a subset of the network motifs we consider.

Brandes et al. [4] have also analysed the collaboration structure in Wikipedia. Their work has
focused on the edit interactions on individual pages. Edges between individual contributors represent
delete, undelete and restore interactions. The main contribution of this work is to present the notion
of bipolarity that captures the level of conflict between the contributors to a page. Thus the work is
more directed at the problem of Wikipedia vandalism than the issue of authoritativeness that is the
subject of this paper.

3 Extracting and Comparing Network Motif Profiles

The idea of characterizing networks in terms of network motif profiles is well established and has
had a considerable impact in bioinformatics [10]. Our objective is to characterize Wikipedia pages in
terms of network motif profiles and then examine whether or not different pages have characteristic
network motif profiles. The datasets we considered were entries in the English language Wikipedia
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on famous sociologists and footballers in the English Premiership 4 (see Table 1). The first step in
the analysis is to identify a set of network motifs to use.

3.1 Wikipedia Network Motifs

Our Wikipedia network motifs comprise author and page nodes and author-page (AP) and page-page
(PP) edges (see Figures 3 and 4). The author-page edges represent edit activity and the page-page
edges are hyperlinks. All edges are undirected in our representation. To compute the network motif
profiles, a list of valid network motifs was generated. We enumerated all network motifs that suit
the Wikipedia case; there were two types of nodes (authors and pages) and two types of edges (AP
edges and PP edges). There were no edges between authors and there were no page-only network
motifs.

We used nauty [9] to enumerate all network motifs up to five nodes without labeling. There are
31 unlabeled network motifs with between one and five nodes. The next step is to label the nodes in
these network motifs as either ’author’ or ’page’. These 31 unlabeled network motifs produce 419
two-labeled network motifs. In the case of Wikipedia, network motifs with author-author edges and
page-only network motifs are omitted. Furthermore, the one node network motifs are also omitted.
These constraints reduce the set of valid network motifs with up to five nodes to 134.

We used PageAnalyzer5, a tool that collects link and revision data, to build the Wikipedia datasets.
The authors of page revisions in Wikipedia are either registered or unregistered; unregistered authors
are identified by their IP addresses. In our study we only considered registered authors because
unregistered authors rarely produce interesting network structure. We created nine datasets from
players from three football clubs chosen from the Premiership league table and sociologists grouped
by nationality with an additional list of sociologists who were born in the 18th century. Each dataset
contains a number of pages and the hyperlinks between these pages, and all registered authors re-
sponsible for the last ten revisions of the pages. The main statistics for these collections are listed in
Table 1.

The most computationally intensive part of this analysis is the generation of the network motif
profiles for the nine datasets. For this task we use GraphGrep [6], a graph query tool which
requires a query graph and a target graph and returns the number of occurrences of the query graph
in the target graph. Each dataset constitutes a target graph for GraphGrep and the 134 network
motifs are used as the query graphs. When using GraphGrep for network motif counting care
must be taken to handle graph automorphisms. For instance, GraphGrep returns six when both
the target and query graphs are simple triangles. To correct for this, each count is divided by the
number of automorphisms of the query graphs.

4http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_sociologists
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Premier_League

5http://github.com/ChrisSalij/PageAnalyzer

Nodes Pages Users Edges AP-Edges PP-Edges

Footballers
Chelsea 161 33 128 941 682 259
Everton 160 30 130 959 625 334
West Ham Utd. 203 45 158 1,330 786 544

Sociologists

French 370 74 296 1,275 1,133 142
British 374 62 312 734 720 14
German 308 55 253 1,009 897 112
American 1,092 235 857 3,393 3,242 151
Italian 82 11 71 130 126 4
18th Century 480 83 397 1,710 1,598 112

Table 1: The nine Wikipedia datasets.
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Figure 1: A clustering of the nine network motif profiles based on correlation.

3.2 Normalization of Network Motif Profiles

The number of network motif instances in a graph depends on the size and the density of the graphs.
The size of the graph usually means the number of nodes in the graph and the density represents
the ratio of the number of edges to the number of nodes. As the graphs from the nine datasets
vary in size and density, a normalization was applied on the network motif profiles, by dividing the
network motif frequencies by the maximum frequency found in the graph. Prior to normilization,
motif counts of zero were set to one to avoid numerical precision problems later in the process.

4 Evaluation

Our first step in determining whether the network motif-based characterization was informative was
to cluster the network motif frequency profiles described above. This clustering, based on network
motif frequency correlation, is shown in Figure 1. It is clear that the footballer and sociologist
datasets cluster well indicating that the network motif-based characterization is informative.

4.1 Identifying Discriminating Network Motifs

Having established that the different datasets had different network motif profiles, the next step was
to identify which network motifs were particularly discriminating. If we consider this as a supervised
feature selection problem we can use information gain to identify discriminating features. This
proves not to be very useful as over two thirds of the features are perfectly discriminating, i.e. there
is a threshold with footballer network motifs on one side and sociologist network motifs on the other.
The potential to overfit in feature selection with a large number of features and a small number of
objects is evident.

Our next step was to look for network motifs that had very different normalized distributions in foot-
baller and sociologist datasets. We chose the West Ham United and German sociologist datasets for
this analysis as these edit networks have similar size. Figure 2 shows the distribution of log(fi/si)
for the top 70 network motifs where fi is the normalized frequency of network motif i in the West
Ham United dataset and si contains the corresponding information from the German sociologist
dataset. The network motifs above the axis are those strongly represented in the footballer dataset
while those below are strongly represented in the sociologist dataset.
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Figure 2: A histogram of the log ratio of the relative frequencies of network motifs in the West Ham
United and German sociologist networks. The network motifs marked with blue circles are shown
in Figures 3 and 4.

The four network motifs most characteristic of footballer pages are shown in Figure 3 – these cor-
respond to the network motifs highlighted in the top left of the histogram in Figure 2. Clearly these
network motifs are variants on the same theme, they represent a single contributor who has con-
tributed to a collection of densely connected pages. These network motifs are not well represented
in the sociologist pages because there are much less hyperlinks in that dataset.

Figure 3: The four network motifs most characteristic of the footballer pages. These are the four
network motifs highlighted in the top half of Figure 2.

The network motifs that fall below the axis in Figure 2 are characteristic of the sociologist pages.
A selection of these network motifs are shown in Figure 4. In terms of the many eyes idea these
are healthier network motifs, they show many contributors cooperating on an article and groups of
contributors collaborating on collections of articles. We feel this is encouraging evidence that the
network motif-based analysis captures the fact the the sociologist pages are relatively well curated
compared with the footballer pages.

5 Conclusions

We have presented some preliminary work on using a network motif-based strategy to characterize
collections of Wikipedia articles. Our analysis comparing footballer articles with articles on famous
sociologists shows that the motif-based characterization captures differences between the different
edit networks.

In future work we will seek to extend the edit network representation. In particular we plan to
include between-author edges where authors have collaborated on more than one article. We will
also explore other normalization strategies to allow the comparison of motifs across networks with
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Figure 4: Eight network motifs characteristic of sociologist pages. These are the eight network
motifs highlighted in the bottom half of Figure 2.

different sizes and densities. We will also explore the prospect of generating motif profiles from
subsampled graphs.
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